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Agenda

• Speaker Introduction

• Introduction to BABOK ® Guide 

v3

• BABOK ® Guide v3 in a Nutshell

• Comparing BABOK ® Guide v3 

vs BABOK ® Guide v2

• Using BABOK ® Guide v3 as 

Part of Your BA Toolkit

• Certifications
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• Jas Phul, CBAP

• Jorge Vega, CBAP

• Paula Lippert, CBAP

Speaker Introduction

BABOK® Guide v3
The Essential Standard for 

Business Analysis
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• The only globally recognized standard for the 

practice of business analysis

• Essential resource as it defines the skills and 

knowledge required by business analysis 

professionals

• BABOK® Guide v3 reflects the collective 

knowledge of the global business analysis 

community

• Access to a free downloadable copy of BABOK®

Guide v3 is one of the many benefits of 

membership

A Guide to the Business 
Analysis Body of Knowledge®

(BABOK® Guide) v3 
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BABOK® Guide v3

• Core product for IIBA®—serves as basis for almost everything else, 
including certification, competency model, etc.

• Globally accepted standard for business analysis

• Development began in 2004

• First Major Release was v1.6 in 2006

• Updated to v2 in 2009

• Provides a consensus-based description of business analysis

• V2 available in English, French, Portuguese, Spanish, Japanese, and 
German

• V2 definitive work on business analysis in projects
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Encompassing the Full Scope of 
the Business Analysis 
Discipline 

Version 2 Scope Version 3 Scope

IT Projects IT Projects

Agile (limited coverage) Agile (full coverage)

Business Process Management

Business Architecture

Business Intelligence

• Industry is demanding:

• Process improvement skills

• Strategic thinking and alignment to business goals

• Integration with agile software development methods

• Greater focus on change management
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Development Process

• Developed through a rigorous consensus-driven standards 
process, BABOK® Guide v3 incorporates the collective wisdom and 
experience of experts in the field

• Global core team representing experience in multiple BA disciplines

• 3 revision cycles

• Over 5,500 professionals provided insight and feedback to the 
development of v3 as part of public review phase

• Every section has been reviewed and edited by SMEs and technical 
writers to ensure accuracy, improve clarity and address public feedback
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Q&A with Jas Phul

BABOK® Guide v3
In a Nutshell
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Strategic Plan: Foundation for 
Reshaping the Future

1. New Strategic Plan 
launched in 2014

2. Committed to “Unite 
a global community 
of professionals”

3. IIBA’s new direction 
will bring extensive 
value and support.
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Key messages about BABOK® 

Guide v3

• IIBA is committed to uniting a community of professionals to create 
better business outcomes.

• Business analysis is critical to all aspects of an organization, and 
the new BABOK® Guide v3 will help you deliver increased value.  

• BABOK® Guide v3 is the only globally recognized standard for the 
practice of business analysis.

• BABOK® Guide v3 represents today’s global view and 
expectations of the business community. 

• The new version of the BABOK® Guide represents the 
comprehensive view of the role that business analysis plays in 
today’s business world.  

• BABOK® Guide v3 reflects the collective knowledge of the global 
business analysis community
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High Level Summary of 
BABOK® Guide v3 – Part 1

• Core Concepts and Unified 
Terminology,

• BACCM,

• Relevant from enterprise 
strategy to tactical 
implementation.

• New terminology

• Requirements and Design 

• Revised Knowledge Area 
Structure

• Perspectives Connect BABOK®

Guide v3 to BA Practice
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High Level Summary of 
BABOK® Guide v3 – Part 2

•Revised 
underlying 
competencies.

•New techniques.
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BABOK® Guide v3
Comparing BABOK ® v3 vs BABOK® v2 
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The Business Analysis Core 
Concept Model™
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Some Key Terms

• Business Analysis Information

 Business analysis information refers to the broad and 
diverse sets of information kind—at any level of detail—that 
is used as an input to, or is an output of, business analysis 
work.

• Design

 A design is a usable representation of a solution. Design 
focuses on understanding how value might be realized by a 
solution if it is built.

• Plan

 A plan is a proposal for doing or achieving something

18

Requirements and Designs

Eliciting, analyzing, validating, and managing requirements have consistently 
been recognized as key activities of business analysis. However, it is 
important to recognize that business analysts are also responsible for the 
definition of design, at some level, in an initiative. The level of responsibility 
for design varies based on the perspective within which a business analyst is 
working.

Requirement Design

View six month sales data across multiple

organizational units in a single view.

A sketch of a dashboard.

Reduce amount of time required to pick

and pack a customer order.

Process model.

Record and access a medical patient’s

history.

Screen mock-up showing specific

data fields.

Develop business strategy, goals, and

objectives for a new business.

Business Capability Model.

Provide information in English and French. Prototype with text displayed in

English and French.
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Requirements and Design Life 
Cycle

20

Knowledge Areas

BABOK ® Guide v2 BABOK® Guide v3 

Business Analysis Planning 

and Monitoring

Business Analysis Planning 

and Monitoring

Elicitation Elicitation and Collaboration

Requirements Management 

and Communication

Requirements Life Cycle 

Management

Enterprise Analysis Strategy Analysis

Requirements Analysis Requirements Analysis and 

Design Definition

Solution Assessment and 

Validation

Solution Evaluation
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Knowledge Area Structure in v3
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Strategy Analysis

“Strategy defines the most effective way to apply the 
capabilities of an enterprise in order to reach a desired set 
of goals and objectives. Strategies may exist for the entire 
enterprise, for a division, department or region, and for a 
product, project, or iteration.”

These are the tasks for this Knowledge Area:

1. Analyze Current State

2. Define Future State

3. Assess Risks

4. Define Change Strategy
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Requirements Analysis and 
Design Definition

“Both requirements and designs are important tools used 
by business analysts to define and guide change. The 
main difference between requirements and designs is in 
how they are used and by whom. One person’s designs 
may be another person’s requirements. Requirements and 
designs may be either high-level or very detailed based 
upon what is appropriate to those consuming the 
information.”
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Requirements Analysis and 
Design Definition Tasks

1. Specify and Model 
Requirements

2. Verify Requirements.

3. Validate Requirements

4. Define Requirements 
Architecture

5. Define Solution Options

6. Analyze Potential Value 
and Recommend 
Solution
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Techniques

Version 3 has 50 techniques vs 
34 techniques in Version 2.  
These are the new techniques:

1. Backlog Management

2. Balanced Scorecard

3. Business Capability 
Analysis

4. Business Cases

5. Business Model Canvas

6. Collaborative Games

7. Concept Modelling

8. Data Mining

9. Decision Modelling

10. Financial Analysis

11. Item Tracking

12. Mind Mapping

13. Prioritization

14. Process Analysis

15. Reviews

16. Roles and Permission 
Matrix

17. Stakeholder List, Map or 
Personas

18. Workshops

BABOK® Guide v3
Using It as Part of Your BA Toolkit
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Using BABOK® Guide v3 as Part 
of Your BA Toolkit

• Sure it looks nice and has lots of pages and 

diagrams… 

• But how can I use it to help myself, my clients 

and my organization?

• How can I take all this information and put it to 

work for me?
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Using It In Your Everyday Tasks

• What are you working on right now?

• BA planning?

• Requirements? 

• Business Processes?

• Review the related task(s) in the BABOK ® Guide 

• Use as a reference when preparing to perform BA activities

• What are your colleagues working on?

• Offer help

• Share the BABOK ® Guide knowledge!
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Using It To Address Issues & 
Solve Problems

• What are you or your colleagues struggling to accomplish?

• Review the techniques and discover a new technique that you’ve 

never tried before

• Purpose

• Usage Considerations – Strengths & Limitations

• Take a step back and look at the big picture

• Did you miss a step?

• Do you have all the inputs you need?

• Did you involve the correct stakeholders?
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Use It To Help Your Organization 
Strategically

• Expand your thinking about what business analysis is and how it 

can provide value to your organization or clients

• Define the context of the needs and the solution

• Lead the discussions about risks and assumptions

• Think about the entire enterprise and not a single department, project 

or function

• Get involved before everyone starts talking about specific 

requirements

• Strategy Analysis Knowledge Area

• Business Architecture Perspective
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Use It To Help Develop Your 
Career

• Review the Underlying Competencies (6 categories)

• What have you mastered?

• Where can you improve?

• The IIBA’s Business Analysis Competency Model and Business Analysis 

Self Assessment tool have not yet been updated but are still 

applicable/valuable

• Become familiar with techniques you’ve never used or tasks you’ve 

never done

• You’ll be prepared to perform the tasks when needed and suggest 

techniques when appropriate

• Learn about the different perspectives

• What kind of BA do you want to be in 5 years?
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Using BABOK® Guide v3 as Part 
of Your BA Toolkit

• Get your hands on a copy!

• Make it your own with notes, comments

• Print version? Get highlighters and post-it 

notes/flags

• On-line version? Use Adobe Reader’s annotation 

and comment function

• Keep track of what you’ve tried and what works 

for you

• Or what doesn’t – you can always make 

suggestions for v4 or maybe even be an author…
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Certifications
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IIBA® Certification

• Certification ensures a path of success, recognition and opportunity

• An IIBA certification can help support a practitioner’s career path and broader 
market opportunities 

• With a proven level of competence in the principles and practices, certification 
offers recognition of professional competence and a commitment to career growth 
and learning

• CBAP® Certified Business Analysis Professional™

• CCBA® Certification of Competency in Business Analysis™

• IIBA certification program and exams will be updated to align to BABOK® Guide
and incorporate feedback from the community in the months following the release 
of v3

• IIBA is committed to ensuring our certification remains the industry standard in 
the BA profession
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Questions?


